The Runday Shag
Founded April 14,1975

Grand Master :
Hash Flash
(aka Neil Wilson-Harris)
Joint Masters:
Uncle Gerry / Gibber
(aka Gerry Gurney)
01372 386921 (h)
cggurney@btinternet.com
Tosser
(aka Trevor Russell
Religious Advisor :
Le Pro
(aka Stuart Gibb
Clutcher’s Mate :
Birthing Blanket
(aka Stephanie Ward)
Hash Cash :
J Arthur
(aka Arthur Thomas)
Trail Master:
RHUM
(aka Barry Nickelson)
DapperHasherie:
Fleur D’Or
(aka Hazel Craig)
Biermeister:
Tequil’over
(aka Richard Piercy)
On Sec:
Tequil’over
(aka Richard Piercy)
01372 454907 (h)
07730 202263 (m)
HashEd:
Master Bates
(aka Briain Lee)
Scribe :
FRB
(aka FRB Hughes)
sh3@surreyh3.org
www.surreyh3.org
Trails Line:
07484 134245
(The line that never rings!)

Banned from Box Hill, 1989 - Returned to Box Hill, 1998

Date

24 Oct 2021

Hare

Petal, Honeymonster
& Wally

Venue

Hawley Memorial Hall

OnOn

Memorial Hall Bar

Wally believes complexity
and confusion to be proof of
ingenuity;
he
has
also
committed himself to a oneman campaign to convert the
Surrey Hash to false trails and
(though not this time) regroups. Ours is the oldest UK
hash and we do reasonably
well what we are used to
doing; on today’s showing our
culture is unlikely to change
any time soon. I have run
some 1800 trails altogether,
and cannot recall ever
enjoying one less, which is
striking: the day was warm
and sunny, the scenery good,
even if it did not show much
variety, and at some 6.5 miles
not that long. When we were
all much younger I have set
Surrey a 9 mile trail.
No, the problem was the
checks. Now, we have all
he has used before. Anyway,
RHUM., our Trailmaster, was
with the front runners, and I
hope will ensure this was
Wally’s last trail for Surrey.
Recent
events
have
illustrated the pitfalls of
democratic
government,
dependent on popularity with
the public. England has by far
the worst number of cases and
deaths from Covid in Europe,
but ministers are refusing to
enforce such rules as masks, or
closing night clubs, because
people here seem to prefer our
dreadful record of suffering,
and the potential collapse of
the NHS this winter, to
complying with unpopular
rules. (Do you still wear a
mask
in
shops?)
The
vaccination programme was
briefly successful, so Johnson
is putting all his faith in that as
a response to the tragedies all
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CONFUSION WORSE
CONFOUNDED
visited other hashes, and
have all run false trails with
others, reluctantly perhaps,
but successfully; I am
unable to specify what went
so horribly wrong today,
but it reduced DTT to the
comment “I have lost the
will to live!” It did not help
that Wally broke his own
rule of “4 blobs and you are
on”, nor that he had marked
his trail with capital letters
without explaining that “F”
was not part of his alphabet
soup. In several places
there were blobs either side
of his Fs, to augment our
confusion.
Eventually
Wally disappeared until
almost the end, and we
came to depend on Petal’s
showing us where to go
next, in one place without
any blobs for almost a mile.

So that was helpful. (I still do
not know the identity of the
third putative hare, “Honey
Monster”, whom I never saw.)
So nearly as I can judge Petal
was also indicating short cuts, in
that our little group of front
runners was augmented from
time to time.
Three women in this group:
Atalanta of course, after her
customary late start, but also
Bonn Bugle and Speedy
Humper, both going great guns.
Also two unknown men: it is
just as well we had some visitors
(including a small girl), as most
of you had the wits not to
struggle out to this remote
venue. From where I live, not
that far, but for others of you
quite a way; it must be familiar
to Wally though, since his trail
did visit (almost) the yacht club

around us. What the experts
say would not go down well
with the public. In the same
way his plan for the climate
crisis, at last published just
before the Glasgow summit,
specifically rules out any
change in what he calls
“consumer behaviour”, such
as eating less meat or

reducing travel. Why? Is there
really a link between popularity
and populism? Well, at least the
culture of this country does
permit criticism; we have not
yet descended to where many
modern countries are, where
dissent is silenced.
On On! FRB

2/3 of the Confounded Hares
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Our and Other Hash Events 2021

Sinners (and Wally Renamed)

31/10/21 - CAMRA Hash & DH3 1500th - Chilton Village Hall
Church Hill - Oxon - OX11 0SH (wand.decades.sting)
05/11/21 First Friday Hash - 19:00
Hare: Bodyshop & Birthing Blanket - Venue: West Byfleet
OnOn: South Indian cuisine - Registration form now available
03/12/21 First Friday Hash - 19:00
Hare: Simple - Venue: TBA - OnOn: TBA
19/12/21 Jingle Bells Hash
Hare: JArthur - Venue & OnOn: Albury Village Hall
07/01/22 First Friday Hash - 19:00
Hare: TBA - Venue: TBA - OnOn: TBA
25/03/22 Officials Dinner - Venue: Clandon
Bods tries to park on the out trail

Run

2389

Date

31 October 2021

Hare

Popeye

Venue

2390 07 Nov JArthur

Sendmarsh

2391 14 Nov Shiva

TBA

West Horsley

2392 21 Nov Speedy Humper

Village Hall, Holmbury

On On

Barley Mow

2393 28 Nov Kelinchi

Hinkley Common

Post Code

KT24 6DG

2394 05 Dec Master Bates

Horsell

OS

TQ078523

2395 12 Dec TBA

TBA

what3words push.herds.help
Directions

Receding Hare-Line 2021 - Runs start at 11:00* sharp!

Scribe

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details

FRB

From A3 southbound, take Ripley turnoff, first exit from roundabout into
Ockham Road North (B2039). Continue on Ockham Road North (it
becomes Ockham Road South in West Horsley Village) for 6.2 km.
Just after the second parade of shops, (Bishopsmead Parade), turn right at
the Duke of Wellington PH onto the A246 (Guildford/Epsom Road).
Drive west on A246 to a mini-roundabout (Bell and Colvill Garage). Either
do a U-turn and take the first service road and park outside Cranmore
School… or go 300 metres past the roundabout and turn back on yourself
into another service road… or find a parking place in Shere Road!
The hash will start from the horse trough by the roundabout.
On-on : Barley Mow, West Horsley KT24 6HR (levels.chins.wrong) – 1.3km
north from Bell and Colvill Roundabout (The Street)

Uk!

N

Dregs

Colour Supplement
Founded April 14,1975
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Addendum 2388
Well, what did we expect from Wally? (!) I don’t think that anyone managed to
decode Wally’s hieroglyphics. Bods set the scene by being late and trying to park
where the trail started!
I have often been asked what a Wally actually is. I usually reply “I hate to tell
you this, but one definition of a Wally is someone who doesn’t know what a Wally
is!”
All in all despite the chaos it was a pleasant day.
CL brought a whole mess of Stollen cake and asked me to bring savoury nibbles
which I did. My veggie part contained pumpkin fritters which didn’t last long!
The RA: "The Pre-Halloween run meant that the RA came out with some Halloween Wally one liners before moving on to the main event of the day, the Wally
sinners…..
Petal, the checking chicken Wally.
CL, a Wally lookalike
The absent Wally Carers
RHUM, organising Wally to be the hare
Nobody admitted to being a Wally relative.
Wally’s efforts today required a renaming and from herewith said gentlemen will
be known as KING WALLY, which can be reviewed if necessary,
WALLY X
springs to mind.
Our RA was also delighted to report that last week’s haggis has found a home."
The fattest knight at the Round Table was Sir Cumference. He acquired
his size from too much Pi.
I thought I saw an eye doctor in Alaska but it turned out to be an optical Aleutian.
Atheism is a non-prophet organisation.
A dog gave birth to puppies by the road and was cited for littering.
In a democracy it’s your vote that counts. In feudalism it’s your count that
votes.
She was only a whisky maker but he loved her still.
A Buddhist refused pain-killers during root canal to transcend dental medication.
OnOn! Master Bates
Letters to the editor: The previous two runs viz. 2386 and 2387 have goaded
Uncle Gerry into putting pen to paper and as ever, he wishes to remain unanimous
and, possibly, ubiquitous.

Edible!

Sir, although by nature I am very reluctant to complain may I take, for once, the
opportunity of using your much respected publication to draw attention to an
issue which gives me very considerable concern as the current Covid storm rages around us. As we all know responsible Hashers absent themselves should they
show Covid symptoms. These have until now mainly manifested themselves
through coughs, headaches, and loss of smell. However of late I have noticed an
additional symptom, namely a dysfunctional brain cell that removes all common
-sense. Obvious signs are a love of bitumen and pavements, the smell of diesel
and petrol fumes in the nostrils, use of major road flyovers, and peripheral
scrub land that would benefit from a power station or abattoir being built upon
it.
May I urgently suggest that Management take rapid action to place members
with such symptoms, and reporters of such events in immediate quarantine until
they recognise the 80% of Surrey which consists of outstanding countryside.
Recovery could be hastened by the regular reading of the Country Life Magazine, viewing numerous Farming Life TV programmes, and studying the green
parts of O/S Maps. I consider such action is essential to retain the good health
of SH3.
I trust that this missive will strike a strong chord with your readers, particularly
with those who control the levers of power.
Yours with much respect, Concerned of Leatherhead.
And from Wally:
To Master Bates: OK so nobody did the Wally Horror Lexicon and SH3 do not
understand falsies but the dregs did survive and I am the devil in disguise.
Presumably you are going to the Camra piss up but my [smarter - MB] brother,
Brenda and I will be supporting Popeye as I think numbers will be down for his
run.
King Wally [OMG Le Pro, What have you done! - MB]

